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Project Facts

Project Creation Date: May 15th, 2014
Lifecycle State: Incubation
Type: Kernel
Primary Contact: Robert Varga <nite@hq.sk>
Project Lead: Robert Varga <nite@hq.sk>

Committers:

Active:
- Robert Varga <nite@hq.sk>
- Tom Pantelis <tompantelis@gmail.com>

Inactive:
- Ryan Goulding <ryandgoulding@gmail.com>
- Mohamed El-Serngawy <melserngawy@inocybe.ca>

IRC: freenode.net #opendaylight-aaa
Mailing List: aaa-dev@lists.opendaylight.org
Archives: mailing list archives
Meetings: See global meetings page
Repository: git clone https://git.opendaylight.org/gerrit/aaa
Jenkins: jenkins silo
Gerrit Patches: code patches /reviews
Bugs:
- open bugs
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